
Prepare for supply disruptions and 
act quickly to keep business going

COVID-19 SUPPLY CONTINUITY PULSE

Use this free online resource to get feedback and updates from your suppliers, then take action to 
keep your business operations optimized.

THE PROBLEM

With disruptions in the supply and delivery of 
services and products due to COVID-19, many 
businesses face the challenge of keeping 
employees safe while ensuring core business 
operations continue. In the likelihood that 
employees are forced to work remotely for the 
foreseeable future, business leaders need to 
understand the health and well-being of their 
suppliers, their financial and operational risks, 
and what options are available to maintain a 
flow of services and products.

THE SOLUTION

The Supply Continuity Pulse is designed by 
research methodology experts to help 
business leaders prepare and plan for supply 
disruptions due to remote and furloughed 
workforces. You can:

+ Understand the state of your suppliers’ 
businesses and their confidence in meeting 
your business needs

+ Learn what factors are affecting supplier 
confidence or their ability to fulfill 
contractual commitments

+ Identify what help suppliers need to meet 
current orders and mitigate future risks 

Which of the following factors are 
likely to hinder your ability to meet 
supply or delivery commitments?
Please select up to 3 factors.

Production challenges

Access to working capital

Other

Workforce availability/
Remote work challenges

Data and IT security related

Lack of alternate supply sources

Disruption to my supply chain

https://www.qualtrics.com/here-to-help/


Benefits of the Supply 
Continuity Pulse

+ Validate Business Continuity and Recovery 
Plans (BCP), assess risk level of supplier 
network & follow up with high-risk suppliers

+ Consider alternate sources of supply, 
activate secondary suppliers, alternate 
distribution channels, and connect suppliers 
within your network

+ Adjust workforce/labor planning to align 
with office and factory closures

+ Deploy supply chain visibility tools to see 
suppliers’ capacity constraints

+ Conduct scenario planning to understand 
trade-offs, implications, and outcomes 
(financial, operational)

Set up a free account and follow the short, guided process to configure the 
solution to match your organization’s needs. Terms and conditions apply.

Assessment

Qualtrics is the world’s leading experience management platform. With Qualtrics XM you can create, 
monitor and manage every experience on a single platform. Our advanced artificial intelligence and machine 
learning helps uncover deep insights and makes connections between your customer, employee, product 
and brand experiences to help close experience gaps and drive value back to the bottom line. 
Learn more at qualtrics.com.

https://www.qualtrics.com/here-to-help/

